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Cautions 
I have compiled the following list that 
should be kept in mind in regards to 
client safety factors. It is being in
cluded in this column both as a re
minder and as an incentive for clini
cians to write in with other items they 
consider important for screening or 
client care. 

1) Level of Rapport with the Client. 
Will the client feel safe in possibly 
experiencing high levels of vulner
ability, lack of control, the physical 
sensations of the abuse inherent in 
the memory being treated, etc.? Will 
the client be willing to tell you the 
truth about his or her experience? If, 
because of insufficient trust or a high 
susceptibility to demand characteris
tics, the client inaccurately reports a 
low level of distress and inappropri
ately concludes the session, greater 
mid-session discomfort will probably 
arise and the clien t may be forced to 
deal with abreactive level material 
without the appropriate support. Sui
cidal attempts have been reported 
when the client has withheld infor
mation from the clinician . 

2) General Physical Impairment. Is 
th e client physically appropriate for 
the memory reprocessing? Are there 
debilita ting effects of age such as a 

cardiac or respiratory condition? 
Equal sensitivity should be given to 
pregnant women. The effects of the 
level of emotion arousal on the fetus 
should be taken into account. While 
there have been no adverse reports to 
date, it is always better to use cau
tion. A medical consult would be 
appropriate. 

3) Office Consultation or Inpatient 
Treatment. What kind of memory 
should be treated at the office versus 
inpatient with hospital support? Dur
ing one reprocessing of a near death 
experience, the client stopped breath· 
ing. The clinician was a psychiatric 
nurse, however, and had previously 
made provisions for resuscitation. In 
another session, a client was being 
seen on an inpatient basis. During 
reprocessing of a memory of electrical 
torture, he began writhing and con
vulsing in bed as if presently being 
shocked. The psychiatrist was able to 
complete the processing, but clearly 
the experience would have been much 
more traumatic for both had the cli
ent not been in a protected envi
ronment. There should always be an 
assessment of the need for appropri
ate restraint, medical attention, or 
medication needs, as in cases of at
tempting treatment of schizophrenia, 
active drug or alcohol abusers, or near
dea th memories; with the physically 
impaired; or when in doubt regarding 
suicidal tendencies, lack of ego· 
strength , or inappropriate life-sup
ports. 

4) Neurological Impairment. Pos-
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sible neurological contraindications 
should be ascertained. Since the 
EMDR model posits a stimulation of 
physiological processes, there should 
be sensitivity to any history of neuro
logical abnormalities or organic brain 
damage. It has already been reported 
in the literature (Rothbaum, 1992) 
that crack cocaine addicts have re
ceived no benefit from EMDR treat
ment. The marker for this deficit 
appears to be a metabolic abnormality 
of the orbito-frontal cortex. While 
EMDR has been used successfully with 
clients evincing a range of neurologi
cal complaints, caution should be ob
served when attempting treatment 
and a medical consult should be con· 
sidered. There is bound to be some 
form of brain damage that would cause 
either no response or extreme discom
fort. One instance of required hospi
talization for a high level of anxiety 
has been r eported with a client who 
had abused amphetamines daily for 
the past 20 years. 

5) Epilepsy. While a number of 
clients with epilepsy have been suc
cessfullytreated withEMDR, caut ion 
should also be observed as a matter of 
course. Consultation with the client's 
physician should be an irnportan team· 
ponentof t reatment. There have been 
r eportsofonlytwoclientshaving small 
seizures during session . In one in
stance, the memory being r eprocessed 
was seizure-related. In that instance, 
theclientcametoconsciousnesswithin 
five minutes, washed her face , and 
went on unbothered. That was the 
only seizure experience in more than 
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a dozen sessions. Another clinician 
has reported a similar experience, in 
that a small seizure was stimulated, 
but, interestingly, the client was never 
troubled by seizures again. 

Also noteworthy is one client who had 
been successfully treated for a case of 
PTSD, and attempted the eye move· 
ments on her own whenever she had 
an "aura" or other sign of an oncom
ing seizure. She discovered that the 
eye movements enabled her to avoid 
the attacks. Research in this area 
would be highly desirable. 

6) Eye Problems. There has been 
one report of a client sustaining se· 
vere ocular damage (i.e., blindness) at 
the hands of an untrained clinician. 
According to the report, the client 
reported consistent eye pain, but the 
clinician, who had no baseline of prac· 
tice effects, continued the sets of eye 
movements (SEM). Under no condi· 
tions should EMDR be continued if 
the clien t reports pain. Should that 
occur, the client should be sent to the 
appropriate physician with an accu
rate description of the kinds of move· 
ments that would be r equired. The 

physician should assess the physical 
capacity of the client for these kinds of 
distinctive movements. 

Some clients may be unable to sustain 
continued SEM. They too should be 
sent to an ocular specialist for exami
nation and, when appropriate,·be in· 
structed in eye exercises to increase 
them uscle strength necessary for con· 
tinuous movement. Clients who wear 
contacts should be cautioned to bring 
their Jens cases so that the contacts 
can be moved if any sign of dryness or 
irritation occurs. When eye move· 
men ts are not possible, asin the above 
cases, or when blindness includes loss 
of eye muscles, the clinician can em· 
ploy alternate forms of stimulation. 

7) Dru~ and Alcohol Abuse. Ex· 
treme care must be taken with sub
stance abusers to have appropriate 
life -supports, such as 12 Step pro· 
gram affiliations, in place before in
augurating EMDR treatment. Clini
cians have reported that while some 
clients easily let go of abuse behavior 
during treatment, for others, the 
stimulation of old material causes a 
reactivation of the activity. Whether 
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this is caused by an attempt to medi
cate against the stressful material 
emerging, or because the old desire is 
being stimulated, clinicians should · 
take special care with this population 
to brief the client as to potential prob
lems, and set up safeguards against 
potential abuse. 

8) Le"al Requirements. If a crime 
victim or police officer is being treated 
for a critical incident, it is essential to 
establish whether a legal deposition , 
or any specific kind of trial testimony, 
is required. If during the EMDR 
treatment the image of the event 
faded, blurred, or completely disap· 
peared, the client would then be able 
to tell what occurred, but would not be 
able to give a vivid, detailed descrip· 
tion. In other instances, the client 
may be able to give a more detailed 
description of the event and actually 
see the picture more clearly. How
ever, there is no way of knowing how 
any particular event will process for 
any given client. In addition, if the 
prosecutor needs an hysterical wit
ness on the stand, that will probably 
not occur post-EMDR treatment. Cli
ents should be informed of these pos· 
sibilities and encouraged to ccnsult 
with appropriate parties. At the time 
of this writing, there has been no test 
of EMDR in the courts, but the clini· 
cian shouJd be cautious. Having vid· 
eotaped interviews with the client pre· 
treatment may be useful, but may not 
be sufficient in any given case. 

9) Systems Control. Treating the 
client also affects the entire family 
and social structure equilibrium. As 
the earlier trauma information is pro· 
cessed, and new self-assessments are 
engendered, client behavior will 
change spontaneously. If the client is 
in a dangerous home environment 
where new assertiveness would be 
detrimental, care must be taken . As 
clients begin to open to new choices, 
skills training (e.g., assertiveness, 
dating, career) must be available. Cli· 
nicians should have the appropriate 
peer support and training groups ar· 
ranged at an early stage of treatment. 
Clients can process material at a sur· 
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1993-1994 EMDR Network Schedule 

sa,urday, Nov. 13th 
sa,urday, Mar. 5th 
Saturday, May 21st 
Saturday, Sept. 17th 

9:30am to 4:00pm 
12:00 to 2:00pm (at the 94 Conference) 
9:30am to 4:00pm 
9:30am to 4:00pm 

The Network meetings are h eld at the Sunnyvale Hilton, 1250 Lakeside Drive, 
Sunnyvale, California (408) 738-4888. 

SCHEDULE for Nov., May, and Sept. 

9:30-10:00am Registration & coffee 

l0:<>0-1 l:30amSpecial Interest Groups (SIG) meet to share new information. 

11:30-1:00pm Lunch [We suggest a second SIG meeting during lunch.] 

1:004:00pm General meeting. Presentations by SIGs and Francine. 

The quarterly Network meetings have been a success as a forum for sharing n_ew 
applications of EMDR, lear ning about the latest research results, and observmg 
talented colleagues demonstrate innovative twists with EMDR. 

prisinglyfastrate, and they must be 
. able to prepare for the resistance 
they may encounter in some of their 
still dysfunctional family members 
or friends. 

10) Secondary Gains. Special care 
must be made to assess the possible 
positive consequences or identity 
needs served by the presenting pa
thology. Clients may h ave 
constellated their existence around 
the pathology and these fact.ors must 
be addressed, at least cognitively, 
before any changes should be ex
pected during the EMD R trea tm en t. 

11) Session Time. Is the client's 
work schedule amenable to session 
requirements? Clients should have 
been briefed via informed consent 
thatEMDRsessions may entail emo
tionally intense work and that no 
important or long work hours should 
be scheduled immediately following 
treatment. 

Care must be taken to provide ad
equate time during each session to 
process completely th e presenting 
traumatic memory. It is r ecom· 

mended that the initial history-tak
ing be done in a separate session(s) 
and that subsequent trauma work be 
assigned to 90-minute sessions. Al· 
though long by conventional stan
dards, the 90-minutesession provides 
only adequate time for processing 
most client traumas. If a single 
trauma is treated rapidly in a given 
session, more than one memory may 
be addressed. 

As mentioned earlier, if the trauma is 
insufficiently processed, the client will 
most likely be left with a higher level 
of end· and mid-session disturbance. 
Under no conditions should a client 
leave the office during an abreaction. 
The usual 50-minute client hour will 
increase the likelihood of the client 
remaining in distress·. Regardless of 
circumstances, some disorientation 
may occur post-treatment so that de
cisions should be made about the ap
propriateness of driving. Sufficient 
time must be left at the conclusion of 
the session to debrief and have the 
client regain equilibrium. 

When materialhas been insufficiently 
processed, extremely strong empha-
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sis should be placed on a proper 
debriefing, and guided visualization 
techniques or hypnosis should be 
used t;o assist the client in regaining 
emotional balance. It is useful t;o 
train clients in self-control techniques 
before undertaking EMDR treat
ment. These techniques can be drawn 
on t;o close incomplete sessions, and 
also provide a source of relief for 
clients if mid-session spontan eous 
processing causes emotional distur· 
bance. 

Even under the best of conditions, 
there is the possibility that a t rauma 
will be insufficiently processed even 
in the 90-minute session. Some trau
mas will take many more than one 
session to defuse, and some clients 
will be resistant to single-session 
treatments. Always use caution if 
any client remains in distress, and 
assess any special needs in return
ing to work or the home environ
ment. 

12) Timing. Because of the po ten· 
tial for continued disturbance, re
processing should not be attempted 
unless the client is able to come in for 
additional work. Therefore, initial 
reprocessing should not be started 
before vacations of the client or the 
clinician. Care should be taken to 
schedule sessions later in the day for 
clients who have a high level of re
sponsibility; for example, CEOs 
should not have to return to work 
after major abreactive sessions. 

13) Medication Needs. At times, a 
client may be currently stabilized on 
medication, or may be assessed as 
needing the influence of medication 
to maintain equilibrium between ses· 
sions. Thus far , no medications have 
been contraindicated, as long as the 
client's eyes are able to move (e.g., an 
inability to move has been noted in 
patients on morphine). However , 
when clients are on any medication, 
they should be carefully monitored 
in order that they may be weaned off 
at the appropriate time. Clearly, as 
th e dysfunctional material is pro
cessed, it alleviates the at tendant 



anxiety/depression and obviates the 
neecl for tha drug. 

In addition, clinicians should plan to 
reprocess the presenting traumas once 
the client is off the medication. It has 
been found that if a client is asked to 
reaccess the treated memory at post
medication, it will appear with ap
pro:,,c:imately 50% of the disturbance 
regenerating. For instance, an initial 
comliat trauma presenting at IO SUDs 
will appear as O SUDs post-treatment. 
However, once weaned off medica
tion, the combat memory will elicit a 5 
SUDs level This indicates that there 
is some residual dysfunction in state
specific form and is in contrast to 
stable treatment effects with non· 
medicated patients. 

14) Stability. It is vital that the 
client be assessed for the appropriate 
stability of ego-factors and external 
circumstances. Reprocessing of ex
traneous, earlier trauma should not 
be attempted if the client is undergo
ing major areas of pressure, dead-

... lines, or crisis. It is important that 
appropriate clinica] judgment be used 
regarding the connection of earlier 
trauma to present life conditions, 
along with the client's ability to handle 
the additional disturbance often en
gendered by the reprocessing. If there 
are major fmancial and career dead
lines or systems crises, trauma r epro
cessing generally should not be at
tempted. 

While many of the items listed above 
are salient to most forms of trauma 
work (e.g., hypnotic abreactions), they 
a re especialJy important to keep in 
mind when attempting any form of 
EMDR treatment, as even the most 
innocuous presentation can rapidly 
shift into an abreaction of early child
hood material. Once again, clinicians 
should please write with any addi
tional red flags or cautions. 
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After my first training with Francine 
in 1989, in Israel, I was excited by 
this promising method and infected 
with her enthusiasm. I went on to 
use EMDR whenever I could in my 
work at the Nazareth Ilite Educa
tional Psychological Service and in 
my private practice, as well as during 
my present sabbatical leave in Lon
don. I often incorporatedEMDRinto 
my work and felt comfortable and 
confident with a wide range of cli
ents, ages, and difficulties and was 
ready to explore further with the 
method. Since my Level II training 
in November of 1992, I have learned 
to be more discerning, perhaps even 
overcautious for the time being, in 
applying EMDR. Reflecting over my 
earlier years of bolder and freer uses 
of EMDR, I did not encounter any 
negative effects. The worst that hap
pened was that nothing much hap
pened, and this occurred in a minor
ity of cases (perhaps in less than 
20%). Even with those cases, I had 
noticed that there may have been a 
tendency to underestimate positive 
effects. One of the subtle difficulties 
I observed in assessing outcomes was 
that the cognitive changes that oc
curred were sometimes so spontane
ous and "natural" that the client took 
them for granted. I first noticed this 
phenomenon clearly in two cases. 

The first case involved a young navy 
man, 20 years of age, who was re
ferred to me after a crisis in which 
there had been a suicide gesture. In 
the course of working with him I 
identified, amongst other difficulties, 
a fear of heights which had manifest
ed when he raised a flagon theroofof 
a building. While raising the flag 
(which he had been ordered to do), he 
experienced a panic attack which 
caused him great concern. He traced 
the onset of this phobia to an early 
childhood experience while on holi
day with his parents in Japan. He 
remembered being in a cable car, 
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becoming terrified, and laying on the 
floor in a panic. Using EMDR on this 
memory, and subsequently on the flag 
raising incident, resulted in a much 
reduced SUDs level and a reasonably 
confident VoC that he could handle 
raising the flag. During our next 
meeting, when I askedhimhowthings 
had gone, he answered, "Not that 
well." When I specifically asked about 
the flag raising, he said, "Oh that, 
that's nonsense--of course I did it; but 
I wanted to see if I had overcome my 
fear so I climbed up a mast on a ship, 
to the crow's-nest (about lOOfeethigh), 
and could only stay there about ten 
minutes because I felt uncomfortable." 
I was taken aback at first by his lack 
of recognition of his conspicuous 
progress. There are probably other 
factors involved in his not recognizing 
his achievements, but I felt that it also 
had something to do with this "spon
taneous" nature of cognitive and af. 
fective changes with EMDR. 

The second time I identified the spon
taneous changes was in 1990, when I 
was still very eager to try out EMDR 
on anything that moved (its eyes). 
This presented itself in the form of a 
13 year-old female who had warts 
covering both of her hands. Although 
I was ready to take on the challenge, 
I remained somewhat skeptical. She 
had 37 warts (we counted and drew 
them) of over three years duration on 
both hands and fingers which had not 
responded to medical treatments (e.g. , 
liquid nitrogen freezing on several 
occasions had only resulted in dis
comfort and a return of the warts). 
This teenager was generally well-ad
justed and although did not particu
larly complain about her warts, clid 
give an initial SUDs rating of 8. For 
eight Sets of Eye Movements (SEMs) , 
her emotional response to the sight of 
her warts went up to a charged 9.5 
and stayed there as her milder cogni
tion remained, "It's not unbearable, 
but I would prefer them to go." A brief 
discussion helped her to recognise her 
more matching underlying belief of 
"They're n ever going to go away!" 
Two further SEMs began to reveal a 
chink in this hopeless belief which 
moved from "nearly no chance" ... 



and "unlikely" ... to "I'm half despair
ing and half hopeful." However, her 
SUDs remained at 9. I paradoxically 
suggested that she imagine how it 
could get worse. One SEM was suffi
cient for her to access her real anger, 
forcefully asserting, ''I'm fed up with 
it, I want it to get better!" The SUDs 
level was still high, but her VoC for 
the positive belief that they would 
eventually go away was now 4.5. I 
decided to switch focus to this positive 
cognition to see if there could be any 
movement here. Three more SEMs 
led to more specific positive cogni
tions, which she rapidly came to be
lieve with increasing confidence: "One 
doctor said it would simply disappear 
during adolescence" . .. "I'm begin
ning to believe it" . . . "It's already 
starting" . .. "There's a possibility, it's 
my las t hope"; going on to "I believe it 
more n ow" (VoC 6) ... and finally to "I 
think it will happen before my 14th 
birthday" (in six weeks time). 

Despite her shifts in cognitions and 
VoC and acknowledging her feelings 
about the warts, sh e retained a high 
SUDs level and was disgusted by th em 
(they were not a pret ty sight). This 
was possibly an honest t eenage re
sponse standing for an expression like 
"gross." 

However , the high VoC was encour 
aging. One-half an hour and 16SEMs 
had passed and we had to stop . I was 
left doubting and wondering what else 
I could have done and thought of 
coming back to it some time later . As 
things turned out, this was not neces
sary. 

Within two days, an improvement was 
obseived. After five days , there was 
noticeable shrinking of most of the 
warts. After two weeks, there was 
considerable flattening and many had 
entirely disappeared. After three 
weeks, there were residual marks on 
the skin surface and two or three 
small r emaining warts on the sides of 
two fingers. Within one month, both 
hands were entirely healed. 

A curious thing about witnessing this 
astonishing physical change was th at 

I was more excited and surprised than 
this 13 year-old, who was so cool and 
laid back about it. She apparently 
~ it was going to happen and had 
already taken it for granted. 

Until now, over two years later, there 
has been no recurrence. A plastic 
surgeon who had seen her warts con
firmed that they had been viral and 
could be regarded as benign tumours. 

So what happened here? Did EMDR 
facilitate a change in her beliefs about 
her warts, and then somehow h er im
mune system became better able to 
deal with the virus responsible for 
them? This, of course, may have obvi
ous implications for other diseases and 
reminds me of the Simon tons' hypoth
esis linking attitudes to the function
ing of th e immune system. Further
more, when reviewing the hypnotic 
literature, I found it reports that 60-
70% of warts respond to suggestive 
therapy. 

Kroger (1977) wrote: "It has long 
been r ecognized th at wart tumours, 
even though benign, are due to a viral 
involvement and often respond to sug
gestion and/or hypnosis. This note
wor thy example of al teration in tissue 
pathology is pertinent to the discus
sion of psychophysiologic factors in 
cancer" (p.284). He went on to write 
that Simon ton's technique of strength. 
ening mental attitudes, inculcating 
positive attitudes, and bolstering the 
will to live h ave had some good re
sults, butamajor shortcomingis"how 
does one get a person to really 
believe in positive thinking?" (ital
ics mine). 

EMDR may be able to provide a valu
able new way to approach this ques
tion. 
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I have found it useful to use meta
phors in describing EMDR to my cli
ents. I have gathered together sev
eral that are from the Training and 
the Network Newsletter , as well as 
others that I have developed. Each of 
these metaphors underscores differ
ent positive aspects of using EMDR 
and have opened my clients to the 
amazing potential for healing that is 
provided when working with EMDR. 

EMDR Uncovers Hidden 
Aspects of Your Problem 

EMDR is Like Peeling Back Layers 
on an Onion<2) 
There are many layers to every prob
lem that we have, many of which are 
hidden from view. When the r epro
cessing begins, the outer layer s are 
peeled away, revealing the deeper 
layers of the problem. This may come 
to the surface through memories, 
though ts, or changes in sensations in 
the body. 

EMDRisLike Removing a Quilt From 
the Bed(2) 
Once the quilt has been removed, you 
can see the lumps in th e mat tress . 
The lumps represent those aspects of 
yourself that are ordinarily hidden 
from view. 

EMDR Gets You Unstuck and 
Allows a Natural Movement 

Toward Healing 

EMDR is Like Opening a Stuck Fau
cet<2l 
Once the faucet is opened, it con tin
ues to run . The problem material 
star ts moving and is available for 
healing. Memories, decisions, and 
feelings that have been repressed are 
now available to be experienced and 
moved through. 

EMDR is Like Moving a Log J am 
All th e logs you need are in place, but 
they are compressed and twisted to-



gether and immobile. The reprocess· 
ing l:>eginstomovejust therightlogto 
get the whole pile oflogs moving along 
the :river again to their destination. 

EMDR is Like the Sun Thawine: the 
Winter Snows 
Traa1matic and unresolved feelings 
frorr1 your past can be "frozen" in your 
unconscious mind, so that consciously 
you are not even aware that they 
exist.. Just as the sunlight in spring
time melts the winter snow, allowing 
it to flow into streams and rivers, 
EMDR shines a light into the uncon· 
scious and begins to thaw out those 
"frozen" feelings so that they can 
eme:rge into awareness and be healed. 

EMDR Generates A New 
Perspective of Your Problem 

EMDR Gives the Blind Man Inner 
Vision 
There is thefamiliar story of the blind 
men describing the elephant. They 
each were at a different location at the 
elephant that led to different conclu-

: sions of what an elephant is. One said 
an elephant was like a wall, another 
said it was like a sturdy tree trunk, 
and yet another said it was just like a 
rope. We are all like the blind men in 
that our fixed relationship to our prob
lems gives us a narrow viewpoint and 
can lead to false conclusions. EMDR 
gives the blind person within us an 
inner vision that can bring new per· 
spectives to observe our problems. 
After reprocessing with eye scanning, 
clients often come up with amazing 
insights and understandings that they 
never had and sometimes report that 
for the first time, they can view the 
problem more objectively. 

EMDR is Like Movin~ From the Play
ine: Field to the Grandstand 
In football, there is a coach that is 
positioned in the grandstand. From 
this point of view, he can have a full 
view of the playing field and can make 
observations that are impossible for 
the players in the game. This dis
tance also gives him a potential for 
greater detachment in making his 
observations than are the players who 
are caught in the intense emotion of 
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the competitive struggle. EMDR of· 
ten provides an experience of separa· 
tion from an upsetting experience. 
This distance begins to allow for aware
ness and observations that were not 
possible when you were caught up in 
the trauma. 

EMDR Allows You to Go 
Directly to Your Healing 

Destination and Eliminate 
Incorrect Pathways 

EMDR is Like Fixine: the Switches on 
a Train Tracklifc 
The process is ' e taking a train trip. 
You may know where you want to go 
and have all the best intentions going 
straight to, and arriving at, your des
tination. However, while on the jour· 
ney, something (triggers) switches the 
train to another track toward a nega· 
tive outcome. These specific switches 
are identified and neutralized by 
EMDR. The switches are changed so 
that when those triggers occur in re· 
ality, they will not switch the direc
tion of the train . The train can there
fore continue successfully along the 
track toward the desired outcome, 
while you can relax and enjoy the trip. · 
At each stop along the way (end of a 
cycle), some of the negative you have 
been carrying gets off and some of the 
positive gets on. Some scenery from 
your life will pass by your observing 
window, but you can essentially re
main safely on th e train. 

EMDR Creates New Pathways 
Beyond the Limitations ofYour 

Previous Route 

EMDR Facilitates the Creation of New 
Tracks so that Your Train Can Travel 
to New Territory@> 
A journey on a train is limited by the 
route of the tracks. A passenger can 
go no further than the end of the line. 
In th e same way, your reactions and 
behaviors are routed by pathways laid 
down many years ago through child
hood experiences and decisions. You 
are habituated to those familiar ways 
of responding. EMDR can sh ow you 
clearly the familiar pathway~ that 
you use to process your experiences 
and then can assist you in creating 
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new pathways and possibilities. . 

EMDR Accesses the Natural 
Healing Abilities of Your 

Deeper Self 

EMDR is Like Healing a Wound·· 
Accessing the Natural Healing Prop
erties of the Mind, Body, and Spirit(3) 
After a person is wounded, the place 
of the injury is cleaned or stitched in 
order to allow the natural healing 
properties of the body to begin a trans
formative process. There is inf'orma
tion within the cells that immediately 
begins a process ofhealing the injured 
area. If the wound, however, is not 
properly prepared, this process can
not occur. The healing of a psychic 
wound may be analogous, in that 
EMDRelicits the natural healing pro
cess of the mind, body, and spirit. 
When the traumatic experiences are 
repressed or frozen in time, then this 
natural h ealing process cannot occur. 
EMDR cleanses the psychic wound 
and stimulates the natural healing 
abilities of your deeper self to trans
form the psychological wound. 

EMDR Develops the Ability to 
Let Go 

EMDR is Like Wisdom Coming to the 
Monkey, Guiding Him to Let Go of 
His Trap 
Hunters have used a method of carv
ing out a coconut and putting a ba· 
nana inside to trap a monkey. The 
coconut is secured to the ground. 
When the monkey reaches inside to 
get the banana, h e cannot pull the 
banana through the opening. Be· 
cause of the monkey's unwillingness 
to let go of the banana, he remains 
trapped and is easy prey for the 
hunter . We ar e all like that monkey 
in our ability to let go of outmoded 
attitudes, b eliefs, and behaviors. 
EMDR encourages you to let go of the 
tight grip that you h ave and release 
yourself from self-imposed traps. This 
letting go is an incredibly r eleasing 
and freeing experience. 

EMDR Installs Positive 
Behaviors a nd Allows You to 
Connect to Useful Resources 



Within Yourself 

EMDR is Like Working with a Com· 
puter in its Ability to Install New 
Programs and Create Linkage to 
Other Essential Data in Your Own 
Computer Banks 
Once you have new software for your 
computer, it is easy to install that 
program and have it available for use. 
The latest programs also allow links 
to be made with other programs so 
that new data placed in one program 
are instantly available to all other 
linked programs. EMDR is capable of 
facilitating the installation of new pro· 
grams and abilities in your uncon· 
scious mind so that it is available 
when you need it. EMDR also makes 
it possible for you to link up to other 
relevant resources (past learnings, 
abilities, positive role models) that 
can be integrated into the h ealing 
process. 
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One of the tasks of psychotherapists 
is to attempt to reduce anxiety in their 
patients. They determine the level of 
this anxiety through patient reports, 
observations of body language, intu· 
ition, or results of projective and ob· 
jective tests. They then gauge thera· 
peutic effectiveness by the amount of 
anxiety reduction as indicated by these 
relatively subjective measures. Even 
behaviorists, who make much use of 
numbers in their evaluations, are not 
measuring anxiety but its effect on 
the client's behavior . It is my conten· 
tion that subjective measures of 
anxiety are not appropriate scientific 
tools and, if we are to progress in the 
development of more effective tech· 
niques for removing or reducing anxi
ety, we must devise more objective 
and accurate techniques for measur
ing this state which we describe our
selves as "treating." 

In an attempt to demonstrate that 
such objective techniques are avail
able and valid, I undertook a study to 
demonstrate that biofeedback (BFB) 
monitoring of client stress levels can 
provide therapists with immediate, 
continuing, objective information 
about changing anxiety levels in the 
patient, thereby facilitating more 
rapid, accurate diagnosis and therapy. 
The results of that nine-year study 
were reported at the 17th Annual 
Meeting of the Biofeedback Society of 
America in 1986 in San Francisco. 
The following is a digest of that re
port: 

Subjects 

The totalnumberofsubjectswas 1266, 
with 47% adult female, 39% adult 
male, and 14% children (ages 5 to 17). 
All were the author's private clients 
during th e previous nine years. The 
only clients excluded were those who 
worked primarily with interns using 
this technique since they were not 
under the author's constant observa
tions. 
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Method 

During the initial interview and all 
subsequent sessions, biofeedback in· 
struments were attached to subjects 
as follows: 

1. Frontalis: This placement was 
used with most subjects (approxi
mately 98%) throughout the study. 
BIT 401 Electromyograph (EMG) was 
used during the first six years, and 
during the final three years an 
Autogen 1500b EMG was substituted 
to provide a wider response range. 

2. Abdominal wall: During the final 
six years, Autogen 1100 EMG active 
electrodes were placed one inch below 
and three inches to each side of the 
subject's navel 

3. Ankle: During the second and 
third years, BFT 401 EMG active elec· 
trodes were placed on the anterior 
surface of both ankles of 2% of sub· 
jects. In these cases, this was the only 
BFB instrument used. During the 
r emaining six years, ankle placements 
were made with the majority of sub
jects using the Autogen 1100 EMG. 

When the above devices provided un
clear results during intake, additional 
monitoring was obtained, as follows : 

1. G&W Pulsewatch (Model 420) 
was attached to the first finger of the 
subject's right hand. (Required in less 
than 3% of cases.) 

2. Autogen 3000 Galvanic Skin Re· 
sponse (GSR) was attached to fingers 
of subject's right hand. (Required in 
less than 1 % of cases.) 

Although various BFB applications 
were used with many subjects, par· 
ticularly during the early years of the 
study, typical BFB applications with 
subjects during the final four years 
included EMG electrode placement 
on the frontalis , abdominal wall, and 
ankle sites, as these wer e found to 
produce the most consistent inform a· 
tion . It is this data which are summa
rized in the results. 



Durig the intake interview, subjects 
disC'1Ssetl the presenting problem and 
wecethen asked about other areas of 
possible anxiety (e.g., feelings offail
ure, sexual concerns, demonstrated 
an~Er, disappointing others, etc.), 
while levels of BFB indicated stress 
we:r:-E observed and correlated with 
subjects' reports of anxiety. After 
major anxieties were identified, the 
nat'1re and anticipated effects of im· 
plosive therapy were explained, sub
jects were introduced to self-hypno· 
sis, and attempts were made to reduce 
these anxieties primarily through the 
use of in situ and present time implo
sive therapy (I.T.). BFB stress levels 
were monitored during and post
therapy and correlated with subjects' 
self·reports and therapist observa
tions. 

At the close of each session, subjects 
were congratulated on their perfor
mance and their success was demon
strated to them in terms of reduced 
levels of stress when again confronted 
with the target anxiety. 

Results 

1. In 94% of the cases, frontalis 
activity, with an average baseline of 
1.9 mv, was reduced by more than 
75% at times during which subject 
reports, therapist observation, or other 
BFB displays indicated subjects were 
in severe stress. 

2. 84% of the subjects showed first 
BFB evidence of increased stress in 
legtension (ankle electrodes). Baseline 
was 2.2 mv with peaks during stress 
as high as 270.0 mv. Average ankle 
placement readout peaked at 12 mv. 
89% of the subjects showed first BFB 
evidence of stress/anxiety reduction 
(decay) in leg tension. 

3. BFB indications of increased ab
dominal muscle activity correlated 
most closely (96%) with subject re
ports and thernpist observations of 
anxiety. Baseline here was . 7 mv with 
marked consistency (97%). Peaks at· 
taine<l during implosive therapy var· 
ied from 1. 2 mv to 14.0 mv with the 
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average peak at 2. 9 mv. The majority 
of subjects peaked within plus or mi
nus 1 mv of 2.9 mv which presents 
evidence of a normal curve with a 
skewing factor noted below. 

4. Subjects in superior physicalcon
dition (athletes or others with daily 
exercise habits) peaked at the highest 
mv values and showed the longest 
elapsed times before onset of stress 
reduction (decay). 

5. Elapsed time between peak mv 
achievement and beginning of decay 
varied from 20 seconds to 48minutes. 
The average elapsed time is estimated 
at three minutes, which provides fur
ther evidence of a normal curve skewed 
by subjects discussed in paragraph 4. 

6. ·Anxiety reduction as a result of 
successful implosive therapy was in
dicated (93%) by iaadual reduction of 
abdominal wall BFB activity. Sudden 
reductions in BFB readings in this 
area were usually found to indicate 
avoidance behavior. For maximum 
effect, it was found necessary to con
tinue I.T. stimulation until the mv 
readout showed reduction (decay) to 
33%ofthepeakvalue. Auditorystimu
lation in increasingly graphic detail 
was necessary in most cases to reach 
andmaintainpeaks (i.e., "Think about 
your wife looking bored, think about 
her rejecting you, think about her 
leaving you , think about her divorc· 
ing you, etc.") Tears or "I don't care" 
statements by the subject usuallyindi· 
cated the imminent onset of decay 
when they occurred after peaking; 
however, early onset tears were usu· 
ally found to be avoidance techniques. 

7. The effectiveness of therapy in 
reducing the target anxiety was best 
determined by: 

a. post I. T. drop of abdominal wall 
electrode output to sub-baseline lev
els (average .6 mv); and 

b. resumption of I.T. stimulation 
after 20 seconds in sub-baseline phase 
resulted in maximum peaks of .9 mv 
(92% of subjects). 

8. Post I.T. abdominal wall read· 
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outs remaining above baseline were 
usually (88%) due to subject memo
ries of similar past trauma. These . 
were removed in the majority (85+%) 
of cases by hypnotic regression and in 
situ I.T., resulting in sub-baseline 
readings. In most cases, the correct 
target memory of the regression could 
be determined from BFB displays 
without subject confirmation which 
was, however, always obtained. 

9. In 27% of the subjects, the anxi· 
ety was identified as singular and not 
enmeshed, and it was possible in 90+% 
of these cases to identify and remove 
(reduce to levels below the subject's 
conscious awareness) that anxiety by 
the end of the initial session. 

10. Approximately 7% of subjects 
were initially unable to develop stress 
during I.T. despite intense attempts 
to stimulate the previously identified 
target anxieties. In the majority of 
such cases, pre-therapeutic ingestion 
of mild tranquilizing medication re· 
sulted in markedly increased ability 
to reach adequate stress levels. Dur· 
ing the final four months of the project, 
it was found that these resistant sub
jects could develop anxiety in the tar· 
get area withoutmedication if an anxi· 
ety-producing topic outside the target 
area was introduced without over
ture. For example, if the target area 
was a husband's infidelity and the 
subject was toofrightenedtofacethis , 
she might be asked to think about one 
of her children being severely injured. 
As soon as she demonstrated anxiety, 
she was redirected to the spousal infi· 
delity. In the majority of cases, this 
technique resulted in effective stress 
levels and successful I.T. results. 

11. As verified by subject report, 
experimenter observation, behavior 
during subsequent therapy, and post· 
checks , 78% of the major anxiety 
causes were corr ectly identified dur
ing the first intake hour, and 92% 
within the first five hours. 

12. The same criteria indicated BFB 
readouts were 96% accurate in deter· 
mining implosive therapy intensity 
levels and effectiveness. 



Discussion 

l. 1Vith the exception noted below, 
there appears t.o be a strong positive 
correlation between BFB indicated 
stressandsubjectanxiety. BFB, when 
usecl to monitor subjects during 
therapy, has been shown t.o provide 
the tllerapist with ongoing, relatively 
accurate, objective information re
garding the subject's anxiety level, 
and thus p ermitting more rapid, ac
curate diagnosis and therapy. 

2. The use of EMG frontalis place
ment to obtain r eadings of subject 
stress should be questioned. In al
most all cases, there appeared t.o be a 
strong ne~ative correlation between 
frontalis mv output and increased 
subject stress. It is interesting to note 
that jaw muscle tension , which con
tributes heavily t.o frontalis mv out
put, is associated primarily with ag
gression, whereas a tense abdominal 
wall is thought of mainly as a defense 
posture. 

3. The m ost reliable indications of 
subject stress in this study were ob
tainedfrom EMGabdominal wall elec
trodes. 

4. 93% of subjects who were con
fronted with discrepancies between 
r epor ted anxiety and BFB-indicated 
stress levels admitted false reporting, 
and subsequent discrepancies reduced 
markedly. Recognition of their vul
nerability seemed to collapse their 
defenses, and therapists using this 
technique must be prepared for any 
complications that this may introduce. 
One of th ese is instant rapport with 
marked dependency, which some pa· 
tients find so frightening they do not 
appear for second appointments. This 
is particularly true for, but not exclu
sive to, adolescentandimmature adult 
males. It is imperative that any pa
tient who has been made consciously 
aware of a previously unconscious 
str esso1· undergo I. T. to reduce that 
anxiety during the same session. 

5. Peaking with subsequent gradual 
reduction of BFB readings is a more 
reliable indicator of implosive therapy 
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effectiveness than level of stress at
tained. 

6. There appears to be a strong 
correlation between abdominal muscle 
fatigue and absence of anxiety, which 
would seem to lend support t.o the 
James-Lange theory. 

7. In many cases where identifica
tion and removal of anxiety were ac
complished rapidly and thoroughly, 
subjects frequently interpreted their 
changed attitudes as resulting from a 
rational decision on their part. "I just 
decided to stop being afraid." Discus
sion of this attitude often revealed a 
conclusion that since a specific fear 
has been removed so quickly, that 
removal "obviously" could not have 
been the result of therapy. 

8. The most beneficial effect is the 
reduced time necessary for effective 
therapy. Rapportis immediate. Little 
time is spent with presenting prob
lems or cover stories, the client's 
underlying anxiety is open and avail
able, and effects of attempts to r elieve 
it are immediately known. 

9. Implosive therapy is aimed solely 
at the r eduction of anxiety in indi
viduals. Systems therapists may ar
gue that the techniques involved here 
are of little use in dealing with mal
functioning family systems, but it is 
the anxiety of the individuals in any 
system that produce the problems. If 
you reduce the anxiety of any member 
of a system, do you not also change the 
system? 

10. Suggested Research: 
a. More effective electrode place

ment. 
b. Use of computers to provide 

r elative values for each electrode in
put and averaging. 

c. Investigation of EEG BFB diag
nostic potent ial. 

Having reached the conclusions pre
sented in that paper, I have, over the 
past six years, continued using 
biofeedback to man itor client anxiety 
levels and the eITectivenessof therapy 
(which in my case is almost always 
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implosive or exposure in nature). I 
have continued t.o find such monitor
ing much more effective than subjec
tive client reports. 

After my introduction t.oEMDRin the 
Levell workshop in Novemberof 1992, 
I was excited and, t.o be honest, almost 
overwhelmed by the possibilities of an 
additional and exceedingly effective 
therapeutic technique. However , in 
incorporating EMDR into my use of 
exposure therapy, I have found that 
client reported SUDs levels are fre
quently underreported. 

In these cases, although the biofeed
back instrumentation indicates body 
tension at levels normally associated 
with panic, the clients frequ ently will 
ignore this tension and r eport that 
they feel comfortable. When this dis
crepancy is brought to their atten
tion, the clients in most cases will 
agree that they do feel body tension, 
but do not associate it with their anxi
ety, although before and after that 
period they did and do associate the 
two. I regard this as a kind of disasso
ciation. In cases where I am attempt
ing to use EMDR to produce the in· 
creased anxiety necessary for expo
sure to be effective, and where clients 
were unable or unwilling t.o focus on 
anxiety producing stimulation and, 
therefore, unable to increase their 
muscle tension to levels adequate to 
produce the muscle fatigue necessary 
for exposure to succeed, the use of 
EMDR has, in most cases, increased 
the biofeedback indications of tension 
to adequate levels and successful con -
clusions; both in terms of biofeedback 
readout and client report. 

My own use of exposure is based es
sen tially on the James-Lange t heory 
that muscle tension is necessary for 
the presence of anxiety and observa
tions that appropriate muscle fatigue 
is a necessary precursor to anxiety 
removal. In view of the fact that 
EMDR appears to be effective in re
moving a n xiety without accom· 
panying marked muscle tension and 
fatigue, I am led t.o propose that there 
are three conditions necessary for the 
installation of post-traumatic stress 



syndrome: 

I . A cognitive awareness of an event 
reg~ded as threatening in the present 
and potentially in the future . 

2. ] !uscle tension appropriate for 
fightor flight, but in most cases for 
defo11se. In this respect, I wish to 
poin.tout that in my experience, most 
PTSD victims do not fight or flee; 
rath Er, they are helpless and submis
sive , and submissiveness among so
cial animals frequently involves dis
playsofhelplessness and exposure of 
vulnerability to the dominant party. 

· This gives an interesting angle of 
conjecture to my findings that the 
most relevant tension levels are in the 
abdominal wall muscles. 

3. A third and equally important 
requirement for the placement of per
manent trauma is eye fixation . In 
anecdotal evidence of this, I submit 
the tunnel vision that occurs rou
tinely with increased anxiety and the 
descriptive "thousand-yard stare" of 
long-term combat veterans. 

I assume th at these three factor s are 
all n ecessary for the permanent im
plantation of trauma in a form not 
available to the conscious mind (a la 
PTSD), and that they work together 
of n ecessity so that when ever any 
cognitive awareness of the event is 
trigg ered, ther e must be simultan eous 
muscle ten sion and eye fixation for 
the affect to be felt at a conscious 
level. If these three do work together 
in such an establish ed r eflex, then if 
one interfer ed with muscle tension or 
eye fixation during a cognitive review 
of the trauma, the en tire r eflex dete
riorates, the r epressive process is in
hibited, and cognitive and affective 
aspects of th e trauma ar e available to 
the conscious mind for normal out 
processing. 

At this writing, I h ave only worked 
with about 20 clients using EMDR 
and, ther efore , can only cite an ec
dotal evidence. At th e beginning, I 
used EMDR only when h ypnotic r e
gression wasineffoctive in getting the 
client to reexperience the traumatic 
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event. In each of those cases where I 
encountered resistance in hypnosis to 
the development of the necessary lev· 
els of anxiety to implode or adequately 
expose the trauma, the use of EMDR 
has been effective in producing in
creased muscle tension and anxiety in 
the client so that he or she could then 
proceed to effectively be exposed to 
the original trauma with subsequent 
reduction in anxiety levels. Assum
ing that this theory is accurate, one 
can move to further propositions, such 
as the use of Cognitive Interweave is 
effective perhaps because it exposes 
the client to any remaining or re
sidual tension associated with the 
original trauma and reduction 
through exposure of that tension. 

In the use of the emotional bridge in 
hypnosis to find the origin of the anxi
ety producing tr auma, clients fre
quently will move back only a few 
years to a related trauma, and this 
bridging technique must be used again 
and again until they arrive at th e 
original anxiety producing trauma. 
These "screen memories," as it were, 
must be peeled back like the layers of 
an onion until one arrives at the h eart 
of the problem. In some cases, in fact 
in many cases, clients ar e able to 
move from the present situation by 
th e bridging technique immediately 
to the original causation situation. I 
find a very close parallel in that client 
who, when using EMDR, must often 
work his or her way through screen 
ing trauma until he or she arrives at 
the original cause of this anxiety. 
Again , in some cases in the use of 
EMDR, th e client goes immediately 
from the present situation to the origi
nal trauma. In th ese cases, however , 
as is true for my own technique, I 
have often found it necessary to deal 
with the traumatic incidents which 
ar e related a t each level they occur . 
However, in some cases, both in EMDR 
and exposure th er apy, it is necessary 
only to r emove th e original tr auma , 
and all subsequent episodes of this 
anxiety seem to be stripped of their 
emotional content and th er efore of 
their effectiveness. 

Given the foregoing, it is most impor-
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tant, I feel, for therapists who lll'e 
using EMDR to recognize that clients 
are individuals, with individual tech
niques and patterns for responding to 
the anxieties in their lives and to their 
own repressive processes. It is inap
propriate to conclude that EMD R does 
not work or that the client is unable to 
make use of this method simply be
cause he or she does not respond im
mediately or with apparent effect. 

In several cases I have found that 
clients who got "stuck" with the nor
mal 20-23 eye movements respond 
immediately and effectively when eye 
movements are increased to 60 or 70. 
That, of course, leads us to further 
speculation of the possibility that it is 
not the eye movement itself, but the 
fatiguing of the muscles involved 
which is relevant in the decay of th e 
repressing mechanism. 

I cannot overstate my excitement at 
the possibilities which EMDR has 
opened for exploration. Nor can I 
over state my gratitude to Francine, 
not only for discovering this method, 
but for fostering controlled explora
tion into its possibilities. 

EMDR treats distress primarily by 
uncovering and r esolving th e false 
beliefs that empower painful memo
ries. The goal of an EMDR session is 
to reduce the distress associated with 
the memory and to replace the nega
tive cognition with a positive on e. The 
session ideally ends wh en the SUDs 
has been r educed to O or I and the 
positive cognition is "completely true" 
(VoC of 7). 

I would like to describe an addition to 
the EMDR protocol that I have found 
valuable. This intervention is per 
formed at the end of a session, and is 



mOS1teffective when an issue has been 
resolved clearly. However, some ben
efit ~an be gained even when this goal 
has not been reached. 

Onee the traumatic memory has been 
resolved and the positive cognition 
installed , the client is requested to 
close his or her eyes and to look inside 
himself or herself, and is asked an 
open-ended question such as "Now 
what do you see?" or "What is it like?" 
The answer usually is tentative and 
noncommittal--for example , "I see me," 
or "I don't mow." This is not unex· 
pectedsince the question is intention· 
ally v ague. Its purpose is not to elicit 
information, but to create a distract· 
ing senseofuncertainty which puzzles 
the u sual defenses. In actuality, this 
question is a set-up for a follow-up 
question , which is completely unam
biguous: "Do you like what you see?" 
ff the session bas r eached a good con· 
clusion, most people will answer "Yes," 
and seem truly to enjoy a sense of 
well-being. (When the answer to the 

· question is "No," the client is asked, 
"What stops you from liking your· 
self'?" That answer is used as the 
leading edge for additional work, ei· 
ther at that time or later.) Once 
clients say that they like themselves, 

· probe further, "What do you like about 
yourself?" For each positive answer, 
ask "Are you sure?" If the answer is 
"Yes," do a short set of saccades to 
install it. ff the answer is "No," ask 
"What is stopping you from being 
sure?" and use this answer to unmask 
additional negative cognitions. Con
tinue asking ''What else do you like 
about yourself?" until there is a gen· 
eralization effect. That is, once sev· 
eralpositive traits have been affirmed, 
the client seems to lose patience with 
particulars and attempts to clarify 
the issue for the therapist: "I just like 
myself, that's all" Again , work with 
this: "Are you sure?" "Do you really 
like yourself?" "Are you really a nice 
guy?" If the answer is an unequivocal 
"Yes," install it. If there is any doubt, 
try to identify the source and work 
with the negative cognition using the 
regular protocol. The final set of sac· 
cades should install the most gen eral 
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positive statement that the person 
can make about himself or herself. 

Even when clients are unable to make 
broad, positive statements about them· 
selves, identifying a single positive 
trait can be quite helpful. Acutely 
depressed patients often have diffi. 
culty generalizing positive insights. 
They do note small improvements, 
however, and the reprocessing con· 
tinues between sessions. I have the 
impression that patients go through a 
learning curve during which they fig. 
ure out how to use EMDR most effec· 
tively. 

Part of the evolution of EMDR has 
been in the way sessions are closed 
down. Progressively greater empha· 
sis has been placed on ways to "accent 
the positive," with the use of visual· 
ization and other relaxation tech· 
niques. The procedure described h ere 
can complement any of these other 
procedures. Additionally, clients re· 
port having a newfound "sense of di· 
rection," and it is my impression that 
they utilize the insights obtained dur
ing the main part of the EMDR ses· 
sion more effectively when the ses· 
sion ends on a positive note. 

Like so many other aspects of EMDR, 
a definitive answer as to whether this 
technique really makes a difference 
can be provided only by controlled 
studies, but my own experience has 
been encouraging. 

An international update should con· 
tain information from a variety of 
individuals, so I would appreciate it if 
you sent in reports of any state, re· 
gional, national, or international con
fer ence presentations. Integrating 
EMDR into panels on the treatment 
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of clinical populations (e.g., phobia, 
trauma, depression, etc.) can assist in 
increasing the-visibility and accept· 
ability of the method. We have now 
trained over 4500 clinicians, but with 
approximately 126,000 licensed men· 
tal health professionals in the United 
States alone, there is a long way to go. 
In addition, writing up case reports 
and articles for psychological associa· 
tion n ewsletters and presenting at 
local meetings can assist in dissemi· 
nating information about EMDR. 
Please check the contents of the ar· 
tide packets for examples. Journal 
articles from trained clinicians are 
also vitally n eeded. 

Two presentations about EMDR wer e 
accepted for the 1993 annual confer· 
ence of the Association for the Ad
vancementofBehavior Therapy. One 
is a panel on compliance issues in· 
eluding myself; Steven C. Hayes, 
Ph.D.; Joseph Wolpe, M.D. ; and Ron 
Kaufman, Ph.D. The other is a clini· 
cal roundtable on research problems 
and issues th at I am chairing with 
Ron Kleinknecht, Ph.D. , and Gary 
Fulcher, M.A 

The state of EMDR research is pres· 
ently in great n eed of improvement. 
Of the two controlled studies in print 
(besides my own), ther esearchers were 
not trained in EMDR (Sanderson and 
Carpen ter, 1992) in one, and in the 
other, the psychometrics used were 
globalmeasuresthatcouldnotchange 
if only one memory was reprocessed 
(Boudewyns, et. al., 1993). All known 
studies (besides mine) entail compo· 
nent analysis (i.e., EMDR or EMD 
with and without eye movements). In 
essence, EMDR competes against it· 
self. 

In anotherstudy(Pittman, etal., 1993) 
that was presented at the American 
Psychiatric Association (APA) , the 
principle investigator neglected to pro· 
vide a full disclosure of the control , 
and it was reported as eye fixation 
when it also included hand-tapping 
and a hand-waving movement. In 
other words, three major components 
of the eye movements were used as 



the ontrol. In addition, although we 
kno~thathand-tappingcan giveposi· 
tive clinical results, the research re
sult;.swere dismissei'as akin to pla
cebo effects. 

ltis tssential that researchers under· 
stand the nature of EMDR treatment 
effects before attempting to interpret 
results. This is particularly problem
atic, a.s in the AP A case cited above, 
when the principle investigator was 
not trained in EMDR and had not 
used it clinically. While it may prove 
that having the client do a forced eye· 
focus is clinically effective in some 
cases, it should be remembered that 
forced eye-focus has many factors in 
comlllon with the eye movement (e.g., 
dual attention, parallel processing, 
comJ)eting response, rhythmical neu· 
ronal bursts), as well as possible en
gagement of theparasympathetic ner· 
vous system and hippocampal activa · 
tion. !tis interesting that researchers 
neglect these characteristics in their 
assessments. Hopefully, the report 
will be rectified, and full disclosure 
and a more thorough evaluation will 
be provided in future presentations. 

The primary aspect of the Accelerated 
Information Processing model is the 
activation of the information process· 
ing system. This can obviously be 
accomplished in many ways. How· 
ever, clearly we can only make appro
priate judgments if researchers are 
adequately forthcoming regarding the 
controls actually used in their experi
ments. In addition, as we all know, 
there is a great deal more to EMDR 
than just the eye movement. 

"The Continued Phenomena of 
Subjective Science" 

As with a variety of other new meth
ods, EMDR provides a projective 
screen for many aspects of our profes
sion. At times, it slips from "projec
tive" to "projectile" ··as most recently 
found in new letters from the Behav
ior Therapist included in this packet. 
While one is clearly a personal opin
ion (Denicola, 1993), the second one 
(Mueser and Herbert, 1993) becomes 
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more problematic because it cites an 
article addressing methodological 
flaws in research that in actuality do 
not necessarily exist. I have decided 
to address their statements directly 
because it is highly likely that readers 
of the EMDR Newsletter may still 
harbor the same illusions I had about 
the "guaranteed" factual rendition of 
any published research or research 
critiques. The article they cite and 
authored (JBTEP, Herbert and 
Meuser [HIM], 1992) contained in a 
previous packet makes statements 
that offer an apparently inadequate 
reading of my study, (JTS, 1989) as 
follows: 

1) "All assessments were based on 
verbal reports of the patient to the 
therapist (author), suggesting that 
demand characteristics could have 
played a role in the observed improve
ments" (p.170). In actuality, all 
changes in pronounced sympom
atology (e.g., nightmares, flashbacks, 
intrusions) were corroborated by 
spouse, parent, or primary therapist 
in all but four cases. The chances of 
demand characteristics causing sub
jects to fake changes over a three 
month period appear to be very slight. 

2) "EMD procedure was conducted 
in such a way that all patients were 
required to demonstrate significant 
reduction in SUDS ratings and im
provements in VCS [VoC] ratings be
fore treatment was terminated" 
(p.170). This implies that the reduc· 
tion was forced upon the client. How· 
ever, the initial article clearly states 
in the section devoted to possible "Ex
perimenter Bias and Subject Expect· 
ancy" that: a) Expectation of effect 
was countermanded, and "No prior 
description or rationale for the suc
cess of either the treatment or the 
control procedure was given. How
ever, except for three subjects (one 
Treatment and two Control) who took 
two trials to begin desensitization , all 
subjects began to show effects after 
onetrialoftheEMDprocedure." (Sha
piro, 1989, p. 217); b) Complete desen
sitization in all but one subject took 
place in 10-40 minutes. The veteran 
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discussed in the Level I training (ie., 
illustrating blocked beliefs) took 90-
minutes to desensitize three memo
ries. This amount of time would not 
seem to overly tax the subjects into 
demanding conformity. (Clinicians 
should please remember that only 
anxiety was being assessed and a full 
therapeutic intervention should in
clude all dysfunctional emotions.); c) 
The Control Group was conducted for 
a comparable period of time with a 
placebo response occurring in only 
one subject. In most cases in the 
Control Group, the amount of distur
bance increased dramatically during 
this period which appeared equiva
lent to the effects of a modified flood
ing procedure; and d) The purpose of 
the two groups was to control for the 
effects of exposure to the memory for 
a comparable period·- not for a com
ponent analysis. 

3) It is suggested that the monitor
ing of heart-rate may have been a 
differential factor. However, heart
rate was taken only at the beginning 
of the procedure. No client approached 
conditions warranting further moni· 
toring during the procedure. 

4) It is stated that the VoC was 
taken after each set which would in· 
crease the pressure to change. How· 
ever, the VoC was taken only at the 
onset and installation phase. 

5) HIM state that neither objective, 
nor standardized assessments were 
made of the symptomatology. How
ever, in regards to this matter, diag
nosis was made independently by the 
primary therapist and the primary 
intrusive symptom was directly as
sessed (e.g., mean number of flash
backs pre-treatment was 3 per week). 
This was sufficient to address the 
written goal of the study. 

The initial study used an inclusion 
criteria of a traumatic memory (e.g. , 
abuse, combat) and a PTSD symptom 
(such as nightmare, flashback, or in
trusion) of over one year duration. 
The article states that the "aim of the 
study was to determine the effective-



ness of the .. procedure on traumatic 
mernory symptomatology". While HJ 
Mare certainly entitled to their opin· 
ion, the study accomplished this goal 
to the satisfaction of the reviewers of 
the Journal of Traumatic Stress--a 
peer reviewed journal, edited by 
Charles Figley, Ph.D. who is these
nior editor of the Brunner/Maze! 
psychosocial stress series. In addi
tion, a summary of the study in a 
subsequent article was requested by 
Joseph Wolpe,M.D. , notonlytheorigi· 
nator of systematic desensitization, 
but a past president of Association for 
the Advancement of B ehavior 
Therapy. The article subsequently 
won the Pergamon award for the best 
article published in that journal in 
1989. 

Other statements in the HIM article 
not grounded in fact : 

1) While they state that training op· 
portunities have become widespread 
in nine countries, workshop series 
have been offered only in Israel in 
1989, and the US and Australia more 
recently. However , clinicians from 
over a dozen countries have flown 
into the US to be trained. 

2) While they state that we "certify" 
professionals in the method and the 
"Certificate of Completion" indicates 
"competence", all trained profession
als know this to be inaccurate. Cer· 
tificates are awarded to indicate at
tendance or completion of the course 
only. 

3) The Newsletter is cited as a way 
to "promote" El\1DR to clinicians, 
whereas it is an organ of the EMDR 
Network which is a non-profit corpo· 
ration, open by member ship on]y to 
clinicians who have attended train· 
ings to offer on-going education and 
professional support . 

In regards to their citation of the 
Boudewyns, et al. study, (tBT, 1993) 
th ey fail to note that the psychological 
measures used would not show great 
improvement when only one of a dozen 
problematic combat memories i s 
treated. Further, in addition to men -
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tioning the possibility of a placebo 
effect, the research article stated that: 

1) Both subjects and therapists rated 
EMDR as affording significantly bet
ter treatment effects than the control 
groups. 

2) The reasons given by research
ers for lack of response on standard
ized and physiological measures in
cluded a) inappropriateness of using 
the original script in audio taped form 
as a testing probe b) tendency for this 
population "to over r eport symptoms 
and negative appraisals ... on psycho· 
logical tests" c) the use of "a small 
sample of chronic, difficult subjects" 
d) small number of sessions for this 
population 

3) The researchers stated that "we 
feel that these results are encourag
ing enough to support the need to 
carry out controlled outcome studies 
of EMD (EMD-R) in the future." The 
positive results of this pilot were suf
ficienttowarrantlarge scale VAfund· 
ing for a controlled study now in 
progress. This study is being done 
with Howard Lipke as the consultant 
to offer fidelity checks (i.e. , (i.e. , how 
well the method is carried out) which 
was not done in the pilot. 

All of the above is simply to assure 
Newsletter r eaders that "saying 
doesn' t make it so." That goes for the 
HIM critique, along with my, or any
one else's research or evaluation. It 
will only be the accumulation of clini
cal experience and studies over the 
next decade that will hopefully be 
able to sort through to a semblance of 
the "Truth". In the meanwhile, the 
following criteria for studies would 
seem to be appropriate: 

1) Researchers should be adequately 
trained in EMDR (Level I and II) and 
use actual clinical protocols. Validity 
checks should be done by competent 
EMDR clinicians to check the fideli ty 
of the researcher's use of the method. 

2) Appropriate psychometrics that 
are capable of change when a memory 
is successfully reprocessed should be 
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used. 

3) Standard replication to establish 
efficacy should be done comparing 
EMDR to other conventionally used 
methods before component analysis is 
attempted. 

As far as studies currently underway, 
or submitted for publication: 

1) Dave Wilson's study of PTSD 
victims using physiological measures 
has replicated the findings of my study 
e.g., full desensitization in one ses
sion and physiological measures cor
relating with SUDs and VoC). 

2) Steve Silver has done a retro· 
spective analysis of his in-patient 
PTSD program and compared veter
ans receiving EMD R, biofeedback, and 
relaxation training. The EMDR con· 
dition was vastly superior across seven 
out of nine measures. 

3) Howard Lipke's survey ofEMDR 
trained clinicians reports on approxi· 
mately 400 responders who have 
treated over 10,000 clients with 
EMDR. Approximately 74% found 
EMDR to offer greater beneficial 
therapeutic effects than other meth· 
ods used. Only 4% found less r esults. 

4) Two studies of treatment with 
Hurricane Andrew victims are show· 
ing highly significant results. 

5) Studies with promising prelimi
nary results are currently underway 
in Colorado (Sandra Wilson) , Wash· 
ington (Roger Solomon), and Temple 
University (Alan Goldstein). 
While these studies wend their way 
through the publication maze , it is 
important for EMDR practitioners to 
r emember that while there is not suf· 
ficient research to fully validate the 
method, th er e is enough to warrant 
judicious clinical exploration. In fact, 
while recently doing r esearch review, 
I discovered that at the time that 
EMDR was launched in 1989, th ere 
were no controlled studies validating 
flooding. However, it was being used 
widespread throughout the VA sys· 
tern on th e basis of case reports. 



In the meanwhile, you provide your 
own best experiment in comparing 
clinical results pre· and post-use of 
EMDR. If you could start using the 
Impact of Event scale as measures, 
we may be able to pool vast amounts of 
data at some time in the future. I 
highly suggest its use, regardless, as 
a clinical tool. Finding an elevated 
score after an EMDR treatment can 
indicate new memories or perspec
tives that need to be addressed. It has 
been included in this packet for those 
of you who do not have it in your 
manual. Frank Putnam's Dissocia
tive Experience Scale is also available 
from the EMDRoffice for your clinical 
use. It is now being handed out dur
ing the trainings to encourage the 
screening of every client before at· 
tempting EMDR. 

The research committee, headed by 
John Thompson, M.A., is presently 
formulating a position paper on pro
posed research that will be distrib
uted to the Network and all interested 
researchers. In addition, any previ
ously established (i.e., published) re
searcher interested in doing quality 
outcome studies can be invited to the 
EMDR training as a guest. Please 
have them contact the office. How
ever, what is needed at the present 
time are quality replication studies 
(i.e., EMDR compared to another 
known method)--not component 
analyses. 

"Other Phenomena" 

While research is lagging, the use of 
EMDR in clinical practice appears to 
be growing, as do reports of it in the 
literature. For example, Linda Cohn, 
MFCC, has a chapter included in a 
book entitled California Art Therapy 
Trends; the Family Therapy 
Networker magazine is devoting its 
November issue to EMD R; and Treat
in~ Abuse Today is publishing a two
part interview with me on a variety of 
clinical issues and applications. This 
interview was conducted by Sheryll 
Thomson , MFCC, who also helped to 
coordinate the Florida hurricane re
sponse team. This widespread indica-
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tion of clinical acceptance and public
ity is dovetailing nicely with the wider 
availability of EMDR workshops. 
Over the last nine months, I have 
trained and supeIVised ten additional 
trainers. When selected for training, 
they had used EMDR for over two 
years and worked as facilitators for at 
least one-and-a- half years. They will 
be conducting the standardizedEMDR 
workshops with supervised practica 
at a number of new locations. Please 
call the office if you are interested in 
sponsoring a local training. 

I am also attempting to finish a text
book on EMDR which will be pub
lished by Guilford Press. My deadline 
is January of 1994, so that it can be 
available for the fall semester. A 
number of trained clinicians with uni
versity positions have indicated a de
sire to include courses on EMDR. I do 
not consider the book a substitute for 
supervised practica, but an augmen
tation with a comprehensive descrip· 
tion of model, protocols, and proce
dures. 

To date, we have heard of three new 
eye movement techniques--two from 
Oregon and one from Colorado. In 
addition, there is another workshop 
purporting to teach "EMD ." The tech· 
niques are NLP or "New Age" fla
vored and, in one case, are taught in 
three hours, and in another, one hour. 
Unfortunately, clinicians are leaving 
these trainings and reporting "I've 
learned the eye-movement thing." 
Therefore, it is important that any of 
your clinical colleagues who have gone 
to these trainings be informed that 
what they have learned is not the 
same method that is garnering the 
successful r esults throughout the 
country. A number of misleading 
statements have been made by some 
trainers of these other workshops-
including that I have collaborated with 
them. lhave notdoneso. Whenlfirst 
launch ed EMDR, Emmett Miller, 
M.D. , warned me that there would be 
three stages. First it would be ig
nored, then it would be attacked, then 
it would be imitated. I think we are in 
a mixture of stages two and three. 
Because of this problem, we have had 
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the logo trademarked and it will ap· 
pear on the fliers of all EMDR train
ings--both basic and specialized--re
viewed and approved by me or one of 
theEMDRNetwork'sprofessionalsup
port committees. We are trying to 
strengthen a policy of quality control 
by reviewing credentials and work
shop presentations before they are 
offered. Please check for the logo, 
EMDR Institute or EMDR Network, 
and the Pacific Grove address. No 
other trainings are recommended·· 
regardless of the claims of the pro
posed workshop presenters or spon
sors. No claims of past or present 
affiliation or collaboration are war
ranted to indicate present approval or 
support of competence without the 
designations listed above. 

"Professional & Clinical 
Support" 

We are presently arranging the pro· 
gram for the 1994 EMDR Conference 
the first weekend of March. Cur
rently scheduled are presentations by 
Richard Fisch, M.D. , Walter Young, 
M.D., Catherine Fine, Ph.D., and 
David Calof. There will be a choice of 
five day-long workshops on the first 
day, including, among others, one on 
treatmentofOCD, one on dissociative 
disorders, one on depression, one on 
HIV/AIDs, and another on the inter· 
face between EMDR and the MRI 
Brief Therapy model that will be pre
sented by one of its founders. Addi
tional presentations will include the 
treatment of substance abuse, somatic 
disorders, motor vehicle trauma, vet· 
erans, critical incident, children, 
sexual abuse, and a variety of re
search reports. Other presenters and 
topics are under consideration, so 
please contact the office with written 
proposals or requests. We are expect
ing a sizable international attendance. 

I have approved a proposal for case 
and group consultation by some 
EMDR facilitators that is being coor
dinated by Landry Wildwind, 
L. C.S. W. These consultations are for
matted as a bridge between Level I 
and II or for additional work post
Level II. While we are disseminating 



the i:llformation as a service to partici· 
pants in need of additional support, 
finaocial and logistical arrangements 
are c ompletely between consultants 
and )larticipants. 

I would also like to specifically recom · 
mend the publications Treatin~Abuse 
'.I:rulaland The Healin~ Woman News· 
~ . We have included subscription 
inforlllation as I consider them to be 
extremely valuable resources for the 
trauoia specialist. I know the editors 
of both publications and believe them 
to be of the highest integrity, with a 
dedication to the alleviation of client 
suffering. Both have recently pub
lished articles on "false memory" 
which further indicate the need for 
enligl1tened professional support. 
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Now you might ask what is theEMDR 
Research Training Center? Where is 
it located? What does it do? Might I 
be interested in its activities? 

The EMDR Research!l'raining Cen
teris directed by CliffordLevin, Ph.D., 
and is located at the MRI, 555 
Middlefield Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301. 
Lois Allen-Byrd, Ph.D., and A J . 
Popky, MFCC Trainee, are full-time 
staff members. Francine Shapiro, 
Ph.D., will be special consultant to 
the Center and attend approximately 
every second or third meeting. The 
Center meets every Tuesday after
noon from 1 :00 pm. to approximately 
4:00 pm in the well known MRI Brief 
Therapy observation rooms (that's 
right, the ones with the one-way mir· 
rors and wonderful audio-visual equip· 
ment). The primary purpose of the 
Center is to conduct quality EMDR 
research and publish its findings in 
the professional literature. At present, 
we are in the preliminary stages of 
planning a formal outcome study of 
PTSD in Vietnam veterans, rape sur
vivors, and incest survivors utilizing 
a multi-session protocol comparing 
EMDR to an alternative treatment 
(yet to be determined) and a no treat
ment control group. 

The EMDR Researchtrraining Cen
ter opened its doors in July, 1993. 
However , at this time, we are not 
offering programs for the EMDR 
trained public. (When we begin to do 
so, the MRI will charge a fee for par
ticipation commensurate with other 
similar programs.) We are beginning 
to see clients in the center so that we 
may learn to properly use the equip
ment and develop cohesion as a r e
search and teaching team. Lois and I, 
as r epr esentatives of the Center , are 
also involved in th e data analysis and 
write-up of two EMDR studies con
ducted in South Florida in the after· 
math of hurricane Andrew. The first 
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study provided data on SUDs and 
Impact of Events Scale (JES) mea· 
surements on over 100 disaster survi
vors who were givenfreeEMDR treat
ment as part of a humanitarian effort 
sponsored by EMDR practitioners. 
Although this effort was not planned 
as a research study per se (thus, the 
results are not generalizable to other 
disaster survivor populations), as an 
evaluation study, EMDR was demon
strated to be efficacious in the reliefof 
certain PTSD symptoms with treat· 
ment effects holding at one and three 
month follow-up. 

In August, 1993, I acted as Principal 
Investigator for a formal outcome 
study conducted in South Florida. The 
design for this study allowed for three 
groups--Experimental Group (EMDR) 
Alternative Treatment Group (a criti· 
cal incident type debriefing), and a no 
treatment Control Group--with ap
proximately 15 subjects in each group. 
Outcome variables measured are the 
SCL-90 (Symptom Check List) , IES, 
and SUDs. In addition to these out 
come variables, we collected informa
tion on the details of the sessions and 
a wide variety of demographic and 
questionnaire data. We anticipate 
that the results of this study will be 
ready for write up in early 1994 and 
the initial results look quite favorable 
for EMDR. Participation in these two 
South Florida research efforts have 
helped us to foresee some of the diffi. 
culties we will no doubt encounter in 
the EMDR Research!l'raining Center 
and hopefully bypass them. 

Might you be interested in participa
tion with the EMDR Center team 
sometime in the future? Possibly. We 
have identified four categories of prac
titioner s for whom our services will be 
particularly well suited. 

1) Dissertation Students - the labo
ratory setting is ideal for conducting 
dissertation quality research. Dr . 
Levin has participated as statistician 
for a variety of research projects and 
is facile with SPSS for Windows, a 
computerizedstatisticalpackage. The 
student would have the opportunity 



to a~t as a true principal investigator 
in tliat he or she could oversee the 
clinical work of experienced EMDR 
clinicians and not have to provide all 
of the "grunt work" him or herself. 

2) Research Neophytes · how many 
of you have always wanted to partici
pate in research so that you might 
learn the skills to design and conduct 
yourown research studies? Or, how 
many of you realize that at least mini
m urn research skills will become man· 
datory to substantiate our effective
ness to the managed health care com
panies of the future? The EMDR 
Researchrfraining Center will pro· 
vide tutorial services in statistics and 
research design as needed to suit your 
rese arch r equirements. 

3) Experienced Researcher s · par· 
ticipate in the Center and learn the 
latest EMDR innovations and proto· 
cols. Statistical consultation will also 
be available. 

4) Clinicians looking for advanced 
· EMDR training · the Center will al· 
ways be looking t:o develop new EMD R 
methods. In addition , you will have 
the opportunity to be supervised di· 
r ectly by Francine (who has promised 
to attend from one-third to one-half of 
the meetings) and the rest of the Cen· 
t er staff. We will also make time at 
each meeting for consultation on cur
rent cases in your pr ivate practice. 

All clinical work will be conducted 
one-to-one in an office with the re
mainder of the team observing from 
behind the one-way glass. If you 
think you know what nervous is, try 
p rac ticing EMDR with Francine 
watching your every move. It is in 
timidating, yes, but also incr edibly 
stimulating and educational. 

At this t ime, I would like to hear from 
people who migh t have in terest in 
participating in such a project in the 
future. If you wouldlike furtherinfor· 
mation , or if you wouldjus tlike to talk 
about your ideas, please give me a call 
at (415) 326-6465. I look forward to 
hearing from you. 
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There are several ways to help clients 
gain access to the resources necessary 
for successful processing when it does 
notoccurspontaneously. Forexample, 
when two or three sets of eye move· 
men ts occur with no progress, I occa
sionally use a "premature" positive 
installation. By doing so, the source 
of r emaining discomfort may come 
into sharper focus, revealing an appro· 
priate target for continued process· 
ing. Alternatively, the installation 
may have positive impact, giving the 
client more freedom from the habitual 
negative stance, and perhaps addi· 
tional strength with which to face 
whatever discomfort still remains. 
With either outcome, this strategy 
can be helpful in getting the process 
back on track. (However , sometimes 
it does not work, perhaps because the 
available positive cognition does not 
have sufficient power to overcome the 
block.) 

Borrowing from my work wi th 
children's nightmares (Green wald, 
1993), I have r ecently experimented 
with the "premature" installation of 
visual images at times when the pro· 
cess has bogged down. I say some· 
thing like this: 'Tm going to ask you 
to do something a little differ ent now. 
Imagine that this whole event was a 
dream. If this was a dream, and you 
were in it, what would you need to be 
safe?" If ther e is no immediate re· 
sponse, I will promp t as follows: "Re· 
member , in a dream, you can use 
magic, whatever it is that you need. 
"Typically, an answer readily occurs 
and I proceed to install it in whatever 
manner is most appropriate. I have 
tried this several times, with excel· 
lent results. Two case examples fol
low. 

A woman who was processing a child· 
hood memory of facing an oncoming 
tornado was not able t:o gain a sense of 
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safety or relief and was resisting a 
variety of strategies. Asked what she 
would need "in this dream" to feel 
safe, she immediately answered, 
"some protective white light ." She 
was asked to visualize her t argeted 
image, but with the white light pro· 
tecting her, and this was installed. 
She reported that during installation, 
she extended this visualization so that 
she absorbed the light in addition to 
being surrounded by it. The session 
progressed quite wellfrom that point. 
Afterwards, it was suggested that she 
practice visualizing the light as a re
laxation exercise. 

An older woman had been haunted by 
a childhood memory of brutal moles· 
tation which had greatly affected h er 
whole life. Despite strong motivation 
and thorough preparation, she was 
quite afraid of facing this memory in 
the EMDR process (although sh e 
agreed to try it). The first set was 
brief and served to increase the vivid
ness of the memory. After the second 
set, she reported losing the image and 
associated feelings. A sense of numb
ness was present, which served as the 
next target. After the third set, even 
the numbness was gone, and she ap· 
peared quite withdrawn . At this point 
she was asked "the dream question," 
and answered immediately, "I would 
need to be stronger ." (Incidentally, 
strength was not her primary positive 
cognit ion.) The th er apist then asked, 
"What image do you have of strength? 
If I can be an animal, a person , an 
idea, a place . . . what best represents 
str en gth for you?" She immediately 
named her favorite animal and, with 
animation , described its "strength be
havior" in some detail. She was asked 
to visualize her self "becoming" the 
animal (as described in Martinez, 
1991), and th is was installed. She 
th en repor ted feeling expansive , 
strong, and ver y happy. On return
ing to the original tr aumatic image, 
she was able to pr oceed with the pro· 
cessing, and the session was quite 
pr oductive. 

In th e latter case, without this inter
ven tion at my disposal, I would have 



had to modify the treatment (e.g., 
mov:ing to a lower SUDs memory, 

• postj)Oning EMDR until the client 
coul«ldevelop more trust in her ability 
to tolerate discomfort, etc.). The de
lay ?"Ould have been frustrating and, 
aftec all, unnecessary. 

I vie"'I' the premature positive instal
latio:11 as a means of empowering the 
client to face his or her fears. It is 
important to introduce the dream con
text, so that image selection is not 
bound by reality demands and is not 
bound by reality demands. Spontane
ous s election should be encouraged 
over "rational" consideration. The 
symbol which the client produces may 
enconipass much more meaning and 
potency than a verbal cognition. 

For tJie client, major trauma work is 
analogous to what Campbell (1949) 
called, the guest of the hero, involving 
the symbolic facing of death in order 
to acJiieve a rebirth , or integrative 
healing, experience. To succeed on 
this quest, the h ero must acquire 
magical tools, or allies with special 
powers, which, on a psychological 
level, represent emotional resources 
previously inaccessible to conscious
ness. By installing the image which 
the client spontaneously selects, we 
can enhance access to the needed in
ner resource; the magical sword with 
which the dragon may finally be slain. 
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I recently worked with a woman in 
her early forties who, for the better 
part of our sessions, could not track 
my moving fingers. She presented as 
highly distraught and reported that 
her husband of 14 years had just left 
the marriage the week before our ses
sion. This woman, who has been a 
therapist for nearly two decades, wan
dered distractedly about my office, 
touching things, and barely able to 
speak. She has no known medical 
problems, other than myopia, and 
takes no medications. I had used 
EMDR with her six months earlier on 
her fear of flying with no noticeable 
(to me) tracking difficulty, although 
she commented on how difficult track· 
ing was for her then. 

We had three EMDR sessions of one 
or more hours each on three consecu
tive days. I used long sets of move
ments with only occasional rest 
breaks--a practice I adopted while 
working with hurricane victims be
cause of time constraints, and be
cause the repressed material emerged 
so readily that interruptions based on 
numbers of saccades rather than the
matic material seemed inappropriate. 
My impression was that as her work 
progressed to more intense issues , 
she was increasingly less able to track, 
as if the ability to track was a function 
of issue intensity. Less intense issues 
seemed to cause less difficulty track
ing. (She agreed with this impres
sion.) There was no indication of 
dissociation, and she seemed present 
and focused. She felt, when asked 
later, that she was focused internally 
on her work during the difficult track· 
ing times. Her eyes appeared not to 
move at all for long periods of time, 
although if I looked very carefully, I 
cou ld detect minute movements. She 
inquired periodically as to whether or 
not she was tracking and reported 
that she was unable to discern her 
own eye motion. She also mentioned 
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that she took a professional/observer 
role toward the experience (in addi
tion to that of a client), and that she 
felt some concern as to her perfor
mance at tracking. 

In the first session, I added knee
tapping to the finger motions, con-

> 
cerned that the lack of eye move-
ments would stall the work. In the 
second session, I devised a number of 
unusual hand variations to encour
age tracking. In the third session, 
weary of working so hard and mindful 
of a recent EMDR experiment at Har
vard (in which the subjects in the 
alternative treatment group stared at 
a fixed point while the finger moved-
the assumption presumably being that 
the client's eyes were not moving), I 
decided to do nothing extraordinary 
to encourage tracking. I began to 
notice that new material surfaced pe
riodically in the client's verbal ac
count of her experience, suggesting 
that despite the lack of obvious eye 
movement, she was nonetheless pro
cessing. Finally, she described her 
visual image as retreating into the 
distance and ultimately disappear
ing. On follow-up, her distress was 
dramatically reduced, and she was 
extremely pleased with the outcome. 
The rapid surfacing of new material, 
the reduction and loss of the visual 
image, and a positive outcome despite 
the lack of obvious tracking during 
EMDR work suggest that processing 
was nonetheless occurring. Although 
this is only an n of 1, the results give 
rise to a number of interesting possi
bilities. For example, it may be that 
the finger saccade registers on the 
retina whether or not the eyes appear 
to move. Once it registers on the sides 
of the retina, signals may be sent to 
each side of the brain, again in spite of 
the lack of eye movement. This may 
be the activating phenomenon and 
not the eye movements themselves. 
Or perhaps eye movement and retinal 
impulses work in concert. It is also 
possible that minuscule eye move
ments may be sufficien t, obviating 
the need to generate a wide saccade in 
our clients' eye movements, thus spar
ing the therapist some physical effort. 



TheJe may also be a wide variation among 
clieots in the minimum number of sac· 
ca des needed for processing. This client's 
min"'1teeye movements may have accom
plislled the task. 

And.Iew Sweet, Psy.D., shared some oh· 
seIVations on this case. He pointed out 
that he is not aware of any literature to 
support the retinal signal model men· 
tionEd above. Whatever is occurring is 
cleaily not yet completely understood 
and needs investigation. He believed 
that this client may have been dissociat· 
ing mildly or not attending, which seems 
tome like a good clinical supposition. It 
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is a possibility that I have considered 
in spite of my alternative impression 
that she was not dissociative. It re· 
minds me that dissociation and atten· 
tion are perhaps best thought of as 
continua rather than either/or states. 
Andrew also speculated that eye move· 
ments may be useful in bringing up 
repressed material, but may become 
irrelevant as the client focuses inter· 
nally. Finally, he believed that per· 
haps the most important point to be 
learned from this case is that creative 
adaptation to unusual client presen
tations is the key to utilizing the 
method. 

Consent 

It may be that we do not have 'to 
foregoEMDR with clients who have 
difficulty tracking because process· · 
ing may be occurring. We do, how· 
ever, need to consider the possibil
ity of health deficits or criteria 
that might contraindicate the use 
ofEMDR with these clients. Con· 
sultation with theclient'sophthal· 
mologist or other specialist would 
be appropriate. Well-designed 
studies focusing on these points 
are needed to answer these ques
tions. 

Below you will find an example of the types of things that we think clients should know in order to have informed 
consent before initiating EMDR treatment. This sample format is not meant to be the definitive answer for an 
EMDR informed consent, nor is it endorsed by EMDR Network, Inc. ; rather, it is offered here as one example of what 
can be included in such a document. 

Because the laws governing the use and effect of such documents vary from state to state, itis IMPERATIVE THAT 
YOU OBTAIN A LEGAL CONSULT BEFORE USING ANY SUCH DOCUMENT. 

CONSENT FOR EYE MOVEMENT DESENSITIZATION AND REPROCESSING TREATMENT 

de 

advised and understand that 
11 

e Movement Des 
p . I have 

and in 
ave als 

ldataas 

I have also been specifically adv 

(a) Distressing, unresolved m 
(b) Some clients have experie 

tering clinician may have 
(c) Subsequent to the treatme n, ocessing 

memories, flashbacks , feelings, etc. , may surface. 

tion and Reprocessing (EMDR) is a ne 

ule n n 
1 io 
n er 

.. 1 

R procedure. 
at neither they nor the adminis

hysical sensations. 
ay continue, and other dreams, 

ve obtained whatever 
D t dby 

r influ 

Each state has its own ws gov r'ffing the use and effect of documents attempting to limit the liability of 
professionals, such as this CONSENT. Consult with an attorney regarding the laws applicable in your state 
BEFORE using any such document. This SAMPLE FORMAT is provided for your information only. EMDR 
NETWORK, INC. does not warrant or represent the suitability of this document, and disclaims any liab ility 
stemming from its use. EMDR NETIVORK, INC. is not, engaged in the practice of law and does not render legal 
services or give legal advice. 
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Soooafter I took the Level I training, 
I read an EMDR Newsletter article by 
Ron Jfartinez (August, 1991), in which 
Ron described having clients touch 
and))ress the area of their body where 
they were feeling emotion. (He said 
that he got this idea from his familiar· 
ity with therapeutic body-work.) Ron 
reported that 70% of the clients ob· 
tainEd a picture or memory, which 
they then processed. 

Ron~~ article inspired me to try his 
suggestion and, based on my own fa. 
miliarity with therapeutic body-work 
and interest in the mind/body connec· 
tion, I have tried other things as well, 
with some interesting results. 

I now think of the body as a full 
partner with the picture and cogni· 
tion in the EMDR process. As such, I 
go into detail about body sensations 
and experiences with clients, much as 
we have been trained to do with pie· 
tures and cognitions. I have put to· 
gether a tentative framework to help 
guide practitioners in more fully uti· 
lizing body centered phenomena as 
part of EMDR. 

Level A 

Toucli or focus on the body brings 
more information, which is then pro
cessed. 

1. Touch brings out new informa
tion (Martinez, 1991). 

2.Posture can help clients get in 
touch with pictures or memories when 
the client just has a vague feeling and 
nothing else. Ask the client, "What 
posture goes with the experience you 
are having?" Having the client as· 
sume the posture often brings up more 
information. 

Level B 

When treating a body experience as a 
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node, process as follows. 

I.In addition to having the client 
focus attention on the body sensation 
during saccades, have the client touch 
the place on his or her body where the 
sensation is and process till there is no 
more sensation. Touch only during 
the saccades (in all descriptions fol· 
lowing, assume touch or pressure dur· 
ing saccades and cessation of touch or 
pressure between saccades). 

2.Have the client assume a posture 
associated with the situation and pro· 
cess in that posture until the SUDs 
levels off. 

Level C 

Work below the surface of the body. 
This seems to increase the emergence 
of information and emotion compared 
to touch on the surface, and seems to 
change the SUDs more than touch on 
the surface. 

1. Gently apply pressure to the mus· 
culature where a sensation occurs, 
slowly increase, and process until 
there is no more sensation (feels neu· 
tral) or it feels relaxed. 

2. When sensation occurs in the 
throat area, touch the front of the 
windpipe gently and process any area 
of sensitivity until there is no more 
sensation. 

3.In the solar plexus, gently push 
inwards and process until there is no 
more sensation or it feels relaxed. 

Level D 

Processing a pattern of response in 
the body with little or no use of picture 
or cognition. 

I was working with a client I will call 
Tom on his chronic anger and easily 
provoked rage. We had processed 2 to 
3 childhood memories which h ad 
helped reduce his anger, but he had a 
difficult response occurring as we 
worked. Tom involuntarily would 
tense his whole body and feel like 
hitting with his left arm whenever he 
felt any degree of anger, and he would 
become exhausted during the process
ing. As we tried to process his father 
grabbing Tom by the arms as a boy 
and screaming at Tom not to cry, 
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Tom's intense reactions stopped our 
progress. In the next session, we 
decided to treat Tom's body response 
as the target. He could readily trig· 
ger the 'tensing response' by think· 
ing of anything moderately unpleas· 
ant. I instructed Tom to trigger his 
tensing response as mildly as he could 
and then we processed the body sen
sations, whatever was most apparent 
at the time. We would work on each 
location until it was mostly relaxed or 
felt neutral. After 2 to 3 locations, I 
started asking Tom to notice where 
in his body the tensing response origi
nated. He initially said his shoul · 
ders. We then processed as he held 
his shoulders. Then he said he could 
tell that it originated between his 
shoulder blades. We then processed 
as he held this area. After 2 to 3 sets 
of saccades, Tom said he could now 
tell that the response originated in 
his solar plexus. We processed as he 
gently pushed into the area of his 
solar plexus. More emotion emerged 
as we processed at Tom's solar plexus. 
At times, he could not control his 
tensing response and we would have 
to slow down. Processing the tension 
in his neck would generally allow 
him to relax enough to proceed with· 
out becoming exhausted. We pro· 
cessed as he held his solar plexus 
until the area seemed neutral. Tom 
then reported he felt more relaxed 
than ever before in his life, and that 
his mind was quiet for the first time 
in his life. 

The above is a summation of two· 
and ·a ·half sessions ofEMD R on Tom's 
tensing response. His response was 
not gone, but was greatly reduced, 
·and he could usually relax enough to 
prevent it. Tom reported he was 
much more relaxed in general and 
was no longer bursting out in anger 
as he drove in traffic. We were also 
then able to process the experience of 
his father yelling at Tom, with fur
ther positive results. I would appreci· 
ate comments and questions: (303) 
443-5682. 



A t~enty·four-year -old Catholic 
woinan who came to see me recently 
was suffering from severe post-abor
tion depression and guilt. (l'he abor
tion had been just one week prior to 
our '1isit.) Her presenting symptoms 
were difficulty eating, sleeping, get· 
ting lip to clean the house, and flash
backs of the abortion. Although she 
was not conscious during the proce· 
dure, the flashbacks were of the doc· 
tor performing the abortion. She also 
punished herself by looking at a book 
of embryology and paying particular 
atten tion to pictures of the fetus at the 
stage at which it was aborted. 

The ltistory taking r evealed a reason. 
ably mentally h ealthy young woman 
involved in a destructive marriage. 
She had three children, ages four , 
three, and a one-year-old baby whom 
she was nursing. After much discus· 
sion , the negative cognition she fi. 
nally chose was, "I'm a terrible p er
son," and the positive cognition was, 
"I had to do it," with a VoC of 1. Upon 
r eflection , I realize th at 1 was too low 
to result in a positive outcome. How
ever, note in the following paragraph 
how the client led me to h elp h er form 
a more appropriate positive cogni
tion. 

What came up frequently during the 
eye movements was anger at people 
for not telling h er that th e abortion 
was wrong. We started the work with 
the image of the doctor performing 
the abortion. This image gradually 
faded, as did a sign saying "I have to 
punish myself." However , sh e did not 
experience complete relief and the 
original positive cognition remained 
at 1. I then suggested a new positive 
cognition: "It was wrong. I did it 
because I felt desper ate." She imme
diately accepted this and added "l 
thought I was going lo go crazy," ~nd 
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gave the entire new cognition a VoCof 
7. She then had a visual picture of 
herself at home, pregnant, with a one· 
year-old baby and two small children, 
no husband to help her, and feeling as 
if she was going crazy. She was un
able to visualize the abortion when 
she held the new positive cognition in 
her mind. We ended the session with 
her seeing her three little children 
happy. 

When I saw her for the second time, 
all presenting symptoms were gone. 
However, she did not come in enthu
siastically reporting this. I h ad to 
question her on each symptom and 
learned that although she was eating 
and sleeping well, was busy around 
the house, had no flashbacks, and did 
not look through the embryology book, 
she did not seem to connect EMDR 
with these improvements. She was 
still planning to contact a priest, say
ing she wanted someone to tell her 

If any EMDR trained therapists are 
fluent in a second language, please 
contact the EMDR office at ( 408) 372-
3900. 

If you are an EMDR trained clinician 
and have had any books published, 
please contact the EMDR office at 
(408) 372-3900. 

RESEARCH WITH ADULT WOMEN 
WHO HA VE HAD A HISTORY OF 
SEXUAL ABUSE. Assistance desired 
on research project from EMDR 
trained therapists to participate in a 
comparative outcome study between 
female AMAC clients treated with 
EMDR and those treated with con
ventional therapy alone. Contact: 
Nadine Zatlin, MFCC, 670 Brooks 
St., Laguna Beach, CA 92651; (714) 
494-0233. 
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she was wrong. She also had initiated 
counseling with a Christian group 
who uses the Bible for post· abortion 
counseling. 

Although on the surface, selecting a 
positive cognition such as "It was 
wrong" seems to be antithetical to 
what we are trying to achieve, I be
lieve that it would have been impos
sible to achieve these quick and posi
tive results without putting it in to the 
positive cognition, as anything else 
would have come into direct conflict 
with this client's value system. Thus, 
it seems clear that it is essential 
when formulating the positive cogni~ 
tion, to take into account the client's 
value system. This means that the 
therapist needs to be aware of and 
sensitive to ethnic, religious, and so
cial values-·not only of the group, but 
of the client's own unique interpreta
tion of these values. 

The EMDR Research!I'raining Cen
ter at MRI is looking for smok er s 
that wan t to take part in a research 
project to quit smoking. Anyone who 
has clients interested in participat
ing, please call Cliff Levin at (415) 
326-6465 or A. J. Popky at ( 408) 395-
8541. 

EMDR trained clinicians who are 
interested in Peak Performance, I 
want to exch ange ideas. Please con· 
tact Dr. Mark Huthaite, 27 North 
Cottages, Napsbury Hospital, Lon
don Colony, St. Albans, AL2 JAW. 

If you are interested in sponsoring a 
training for small groups in your 
area, please contact Robbie Dunton 
at (408) 372-3900. 



CENTURY CITY/SANTA MONICA 
RobErt Goldblatt (213) 917-2277 
Coo.-dinating a new group 90067, 90401 zip area for West L.A. 

CUPERTINO 
Ger.-y Bauer (408) 973-1001 
Mee.ts 2nd Wed. 2 :00 - 3:00 pm. Case consultation. Open 

DOWNEY 
Pauline Hume (213) 869-0055 
Coordinating a. new group . Open 

EAST BAY 
Edit'h Ankersmit (510) 526-5297 
Mee1s 3rd Fri. 7:30pm. Case discussion only. Group is closed 
to new members, but willing to coordinate a new E. Bay group . 

EAST BAY/ALBANY 
Sandra Dibble-Hope (510) 843-1396x48 
Mee1:s 1st Mon . 8-9:30pm, 1035 San Pablo Ave ., Ste. 8 . 

EAST BAY/OAKLAND 
Hanl Ormond (510) 832-2525 
Meets one Fri. a. mo. Call for time & day. Open 

FRESNO 
Darrell Dunkel (209) 435-7849 
Meets I st Fri. a t Fresno V AMC. Primary case discussions. Open 

HUNTINGTON BEACH 
Jocelyne Shiromoto (714) 764-3419 
Open. Call for time. 

LOS ALTOS/PALO ALTO 
John Marquis (41 5) 965-2422 
Meet s ad hoc at Pacific Graduate School of P sychology in Palo 
Alto. Primarily case discussion. Open 

LOS GATOS/SARATOGA/CAMPBELL 
J ean Bitter-Moore (408) 354-4048) 
Meet s the 3rd Thurs. 12:00-l:30pm at Mission Oaks Hospital , 
Conference Room l , Los Gatos . Open 

MANHATTAN/REDONDO BEACH 
Randall Jost (213) 539-3682 
Coor dinating a new group. 

MARIN COUNTY 
Steve Bodia n 
Coordinating a new group . Open 

MONTEREY 
Glenn Leonoff 
Robbie Dunton 
Coordinating a. new group . Open 

NAPA 
Marguerite McCorkle 
Open . 

(41 5) 454-6149 

(408) 373-6042 
(408) 372-3900 

(707) 226-5056 

PALO ALTO 
Ferol Larsen (415) 326-6896 
Meets 1st Wed. lOam in MRI conference room. Case discussion. 

REDDING 
Dave Wilson (916) 223-2777 
Meets once monthly at the Frisbee Mansion on East Street in 
Redding. Discussions, case presentations, videos, role playing, 
troubleshooting. 

SACRAMENTO 
Barbara Parrett (916) 737-1789 
Coordinating new group. Meets on 2nd Fri. l-3pm. 

SAN DIEGO 
Marcee Sherrill (619) 233-0460 
Meets 4th Fri. from 9:00-10:30am. Primarily case discussion . 
Call regarding availability. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Stan Yantis (415) 241-5601 
Sylvia Mills (415) 221-3030 
Meets 1st Wed. 8-l Opm., 180 Beaumont St. Please call to 
confirm. Case discussion and group process. Open . 
Open 

SAN MATEO/BURLINGAME/REDWOOD CITY 
Pat Grabinsky (415) 692-4658 
Florence Radin ( 415) 593-7175 
Coordinating a new group. Cont act Florence. 

SANTAANA 
Charles Wilkerson (714) 543-8251 
Judy L. Albert (714) 841-2296 
Meet s 2nd and 4th Thurs. ofmo. 8 :30-10:300.m at 1633 E . 4th 
St. #206 . Primarily case discussion . Open 

SANTACRUZ 
Linda Neider (408) 475-2849 
Meets every month on a Fri. 7:00pm. P rimarily case discussion . 

SARATOGA/W. SAN JOSE 
Dwight Goodwin (408) 241 -0198 
Meet s Fri. lOam-12:30. Open 

SOLANO/ NAPA COUNTY 
Micah Altman (707) 747-9178 
Willing to coordinate new group . Call if interested . 

SONOMA COUNTY 
Kay Caldwell (707) 525-0911 
Meets in Santa Rosa at Kay 's office the 4th Tues .12:30- 2:00pm. 
Primarily case discussion, videos and "troubleshooting." Op en 

TORRANCE 
James Pre.tty (800) 767-7264 
Coordinating a new group . Open 

WEST LOS ANGELES NEVADA CITY/GRASS VALLEY 
Stephanie Zack (916) 272-6738 g::~~~~e 
Call for time . Open 

(310) 202-7445 
(310)4 79-6368 

ORA NGE COUNTY/FULLERTON Coordinating a new group. Open 
Curtis Rouanzoin (714) 680 0663 UKIAH 

· - Gar ry A. Flint (707) 468-0418 
J ocelyne Shirom oto (714) 764 3419 

- Meetsthe lastFri . of m o. from lOam to 12 noonat 101 W. Church 
Meets 2nd Tue. from 9:30 - 11 :30 AM. Open St. #lO. Open 

PALMDALE /LANCASTER WOODLAND HILLS/NORTH RIDGE/WESTWOOD 

~i;!:t;ti:,
1
~:ew group. Open <

805
) 

272
-
8880 

Ronkin~octor/Ginger Gilson . (818) 907-7506 
,. ,,, >,. ,,·, ,.·, ····.· • • .... ,., .•.. ·• ,.· ·· ... , • • , , < • , , , , . ~ee .. g ~e~.me~be~~- Contact.(}mg.~r. 
f!/iJ'PU are. intere~(ed in coordi~~.ting''a n~~ Stl!,~Y i:i-gup J~Joyfre~ion}~ZJt#:~;,n,oJffj;;'J, 

.. , . ···po ·Box51010, Pacific Grbvet'C,A .. 939~<Hi010 (408)\;372--a9Q(riF~(4Q8)Eij41i . 
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EXDR lws generated a tremendous amount of enthusiasm among practitioners and all of us are anxious 
to read about the latest developments in, and/or experiences with, this exciting method. Because of this 
enthusiasm and desire to acquire more knowledge, I believe that it is important to produce a publication that 
provides a forum for articles that are more formal (e.g. , research, prowcols, etc.), as well as for those that 
are less formal (e.g., case studies, innovative ideas, etc.). 

T<i this end, the following represent the guidelines for submissions to the Newsletter: Send articles t,o Lois 
Allen-Byrd, Ph.D., Editor, EMDR Newsletter. 555MiddlefieldRoad, Palo Alto, CA, 94301. Please include 
home and business telephone numbers, professional degree, location of practice (city and state only), 
professional affiliation (if applicable--university, if a lecturer or teacher, and/or institute, if an associate). 
E:xampk: John Smith, Ph.D., John Doe University, Johnson, WA. If possible, please submit articles on a 
diskette, IBM format . ARTICLES SHOULD BE DOUBLE SPACED WITH WIDE MARGINS. APA 
S'l'ANDARD AND STYLE-BOTH TEXT AND REFERENCES SHOULD BE IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH APA STANDARDS. ALL SUBMISSIONS ARE SUBJECT TO EDITORIAL REVISIONS. 
Proofreading of material is suggested before submission. Authors submitting a manuscript do so with the 
understanding that, if it is selected for publication, copyright of the article is assigned to the Newsletter. 

Because the Newsletter depends on you, the members of the network, I welcome any suggestions or comments 
that you may have. If there are any questions regarding the above, I can be reached at ( 415) 326-6465. 

Sexual Abuse 
HIV/AIDS 

Somatic Disorders 

Problems & Pitfalls 
Smoking 

1994 
EMDR CONFERENCE 

Critical Incidents 
Research 

Motor Vehicle Trauma 
Self Harm 

Sexuality 
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Substance Abuse 
Children 

Chronic Pain 

Art Thearpy 

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder 
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J .-ii. 14/15 
Fri/Sat. 

Feb. 11/12 
FrilSat. 

M.-~. 19/20 
FriJSat. 

Apr. 8/9 
Fri ./Sat. 

Apr. 23/24 
Sat./Sun. 

M.-y 15116 
Sat/Sun. 

Jun. 4/5 
Sat/Sun. 

Ju11 17/18 
Sat/Sun. 

Aug. 6/7 
Sat./Sun. 

Sept. 10/11 
Fri./Sat . 

Oct. 21122 
Fri./Sat. 

Apr. 15/16 
Fri./Sat. 

Jun. 24/25 
Fri.IS at. 

Jul. 30/31 
Sat./Sun. 

Oct. 15/16 
(Fri. -Sat.) 

Nov. 5/6 
Sat./Sun. 

Nov. 12/13 
Sat./Sun. 

Dec. 2/3 
Fri./Sat . 
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Presented by Francine Shapiro, Ph.D. 
Location 
Lo• Angeles, CA 
Sheraton L.A. Airport Hotel 

San Jose, CA 
Sunnyvale Hilton 

New York, NY 
Loews NY Hotel 

San Jose, CA 
Red Lion Inn 

Denver, CO 
Sheraton Denver Tech Cntr. 

Honolulu, HI 
Kahala Hilton 

Chicago, IL 
Mariott Oakbrook 

Philadelphia, PA 
Radisson Hotel Airport 

Portland, OR 
Sheraton Portland Airport Hotel 

San Francisco, CA 
Clarion Hotel 

San Jose, CA 
Red Lion Inn 

San Jose, CA 
Sunnyvalle Hilton 

San Francisco, CA 
Doubletree SF Airport 

Denver, CO 
Hyatt Regency Denver Tech. Ctr. 

Seattle, WA 
Sunnyvale Hilton 

N ew York 
Lowes New York 

Philadelphia, PA 
Embassy Suites 

San Jo!!e, CA 
Sunn yvalle Hil ton 

Local Sponsor Phone 
Ron Doctor, PhD (818) 885-2827 
Psych. Dept., CA State Univ., Northridge 
Curt Rouanzoin, PhD (714) 680-0663 
Chair, Dept. of Psychology 
Pacific Christian College, Fullerton 

Robbie Dunton, MA (408) 372-3900 
Coordinator, EMDR 

William Zangwill, PhD (212) 663-2989 
Gerald Puk, PhD (914) 635-1300 

Robbie Dunton, MA (408) 372-3900 
Coordinator, EMDR 

Sandra Paulsen, PhD (808) 523-2990 
Pacific Inst. of Behavioral Med. 

Howard Lipke, PhD 
Dir., Stress Disorder Treatment Ctr. 

(708) 688-1900x4675 

No. Chicago VAMC 

Alan Goldstein, PhD (215) 667-6490 
Dir. Agoraphobia/Anxiety Trtmt . Ctr. 
Temple University Medical School 
Steve Silver, PhD (215) 384-77Ilx649 
Dir. , Inpatient PTSD Unit 
Coatesville V AMC 

Jean Sutton, LCSW (503) 452-9625 
David Baldwin, PhD (503) 686-2598 

Robbie Dunton , MA 
Coordinator, EMDR 

(408) 372-3900 

Robbie Dunton, MA (408) 372-3900 
Coordinator, EMDR 

Presented by Francine Shapiro, Ph.D. 

• History-taking and specified questioning for 
focused identification of problem areas 

• Closing down "incomplete" sessions 

• Axis II applications 

• Integration of EMDR with cognitive therapy 

• Dissociative & other major disorders 

• Abreactive responses and alternative strategies 

• Working with difficultJresistant clients 

• Integrating "self-control" techniques 

e Trea tment of Process Phobias 
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